
Appendix A

Introducing Broker (IB) Partnership Structure
For account below $10,000 based on max 1:100 leverage

Forexer  will compensate the Introducing Partner/Broker ("IB") by way of calculating and settling commissions for Forex trades entered into by FOREXER with clients introduced by IB. The
Compensation would take place according to the following conditions:

1. Every individual or institute, enters into an INTRODUCING PARTNER AGREEMENT with FOREXER , after referring a client to open a margin trading account with FOREXER.

Once the first account is opened, the agreement will be dated, and the IB's Trading Account will be opened.
2. The following are the terms and conditions set forth by FOREXER to Introducers ("IB"). The following terms and conditions must be satisfied and maintained in order for an IB to

become active and maintain his or her status, as an IB with Forexer.
3. Introduced Clients must place at least one trade in a month to be an active trader.

4. IBs cannot refer themselves as Clients and receive commissions for their own trades.

5. Forexer has the right, in the event they identify or assume any abuse on the trading activity of the IB, (e.g. Opening and closing of trades instantly for the purpose of generating

commissions) to take any action they deem fit, to remedy the situation including but not limited, to detach the Clients from the IB and/or terminate the Agreement immediately,
with written notice. Forexer reserves the right not to compensate the IB, if Forexer reasonably believes that the transactions are opened and closed solely for benefit of earning
compensation or some form of market abuse or market manipulation may have taken place. This document is subject to amendment from time to time and the IB is responsible for
staying updated on these changes or amendments and cannot raise concerns against Forexer for lack of notification. 

6. If the Introducing Partner Agreement is terminated, any amounts due by IB would be immediately due and payable at the termination of this Agreement. Payments to the IB will be

made in the normal course of payments as described in this Agreement.

Payment Scheme based on 2 level Introducing (2LI)

 

The IB (hereinafter referred to as IB1 (Level 1)) shall promote Forexer to his/her network of clients and earn up to 40% rebate on the income generated from
spread/commission charged on their trades and an additional 20% commission on the network they (hereinafter referred to as IB2 (Level 2)) introduce, per lot while

they trade.

For the purpose of the present two level Introducing (2LI) calculation, the following definitions shall apply:

Monthly: Starting 1st day of the month 00:00 GMT to the last day of the month 23:59 GMT. 

Active Clients: The number of traders/Clients assigned to the IB that have completed at least one transaction above 60 seconds of any volume on any account type within the month.

Level: The respective level of the IB where all conditions have been satisfied and IB is eligible to receive his commissions based on his level.

Volume: The sum of completed Standard lots traded round turn and shall exclude from the calculation of Volume all transactions opened and closed in less than or equal to 60

seconds, within each respective month, by the Clients referred from the IB. 

   

 
                               
 



The Commissions will be calculated on the minimum spreads of each instrument pair traded.

The Minimum Spread Table as follows:

In the event that Accounts under IB's network are eligible for bonus, On the Active account's trades which have a bonus balance anytime during the current month, 50% of the total

commission shall be paid to IB.
NOTE: In the event of any misuse of the bonus (bonus abuse/bonus arbitrage) by the IB or the clients under his network, Forexer Brokerage reserves the right to

revoke the bonus, deduct the bonus balance from the trading account or suspend the account for legal investigation. Based on legal findings, Forexer will take
appropriate action, which may include the recovery of funds, reclaim of bonus and other legal remedies. Forexer will adjust the account balance to reverse these
bonuses.

IB will introduce it's Clients through his unique referral link provided by Forexer, who shall be registered in the IB's Partnership Dashboard. The Official website of Forexer are:
www.forexer.com, www.forexer.partners, www.forexer.club.
Any introduced Client by IB (IB1) may also become an "IB" (IB2) and is entitled to collect commissions for Customers s/he refers to Forexer. IB1 is entitled to collect 20%

commissions for Customers referred to Forexer by IB2.
The IB1 shall earn remuneration based on the following table, depending on the number of IB1’s and IB2's Clients who are actively trading. This Scheme is only available for OTC

Trading Accounts.

The IB's basic Income would be calculated monthly depending on the number of active clients by providing services in regards to the Client’s introduction to FOREXER. Both Parties agree that
the consideration for entering into the present agreement shall be calculated as per the Table below:

 

 

EXAMPLE:

If the Volume of the IB1’s Clients trade in the month, amounts to 500 Standard Lots, and the number of active clients is 20, then the IB1 will receive 40% from the minimum spread (2.5 pip) which would be
$5,000.

IB1's Clients introduce clients and becomes IB2; If the Volume of IB2's Clients trade in the month, amounts to 430 Standard Lots and the number of IB2's Active Clients is 6, IB1 will receive 20% of
commissions from the minimum spread (2.5$) every Standard Lot traded by the Clients, which would be $2,150. The Total Commission of the month for IB1 would be $7,150.

FOREXer5 Min. Spread

Symbol Spread

EURUSD 0.00025
GBPUSD 0.00025

AUDUSD 0.0005
NZDUSD 0.0005

USDCAD 0.0005
USDCHF 0.0003

USDJPY 0.025
EURAUD 0.0014

EURGBP 0.0004
EURCAD 0.0014

EURJPY 0.038
EURCHF 0.00046

GBPJPY 0.08
GBPCHF 0.0007

GBPAUD 0.002
GBPNZD 0.002

GBPCAD 0.0014
CHFJPY 0.07

CADJPY 0.05
CADCHF 0.0014

NZDCHF 0.0009
NZDJPY 0.07

AUDNZD 0.0014
AUDJPY 0.06

AUDCHF 0.0009
AUDCAD 0.0009

XAUUSD 0.6
XAGUSD 0.055

OILus 0.07
GASus 0.03

BTCUSD 453.12
DOGEUSD 0.0035

ETHUSD 65.25
BNBUSD 11.1

ADAUSD 0.033
XRPUSD 0.028

DOTUSD 0.98
SOLUSD 3.43

FTMUSD 0.0398

LEVEL 1
Number of IB1's Active Clients (Per month)
Accounts from IB's Direct Network of Clients

1 2 3 4 5+

Commission 40% 40% 40% 40% 40%

LEVEL 2
Number of IB2's Active Clients (Per month)
Accounts from IB1's Client's Network of Clients

1 2 3 4 5+

Commission 20% 20% 20% 20% 20%

Note: For account below $10,000 based on max 1:100 leverage,  for higher leverage and balances between $10,000 to $100,000 will be based on
Forexer's decision, utilizing the ratio or fraction of the $10,000 benchmark as a guideline.

   

 
                               
 

http://www.forexer.com/
http://www.forexer.partners/
http://www.forexer.club/


Refer to the below table for more examples:  

 

The commission structure outlined above is applicable for completed (Confirmed) trades within accounts below $10,000. Commissions for accounts surpassing $10,000 will be

subject to negotiation and determined at the sole discretion of Forexer. However, this commission structure may not be relevant for accounts exceeding $100,000, in
which case the commission will be calculated according to the standard compensation structure of brokerage firms, set at $5 per lot per round trade.
Lots shall mean Standard Lots round trade and for trades based on 1:100 leverage (The commission calculation for higher leverage will be based on Forexer's decision, utilizing the

ratio or fraction of the $10,000 benchmark as a guideline. The exact commission structure will be determined by Forexer's sole discretion, ensuring a fair and appropriate fee that
aligns with the client's trading activity and account balance).
In cases where the position is opened during a month, but not closed within the same month, the commission will be calculated based on 50% of the spread.

Commissions will be deposited to the IB's trading account in FOREXER5 (Meta trader 5) at the end of each month.

Any commission payable by FOREXER to IB in accordance to the terms & conditions set out in the Introducing Partner Agreement will be calculated and transferred to IB's margin

trading account held at Forexer on monthly basis.
IB can withdraw the balance from his/her margin trading account by making a withdrawal request through his Partner dashboard. All banking charges would be charged to IB's

account.
No details of the introduced Client's account, trade performance, or account statements would be disclosed to IB.

IB is not allowed to use Forexer’s name and logo for marketing itself.

The person who accepts and signs the Introducing Partner agreement would be the only person or entity known as Introducing Partner (IB) to FOREXER, for its future

communications and correspondences. This agreement is non transferable to third party.
In cases, where IB1 initially introduces a client to Forexer, and in any event, if the client opens an account later through another IB2 with Forexer, the client's name would remain

registered under IB1 in the log system. Hence, the commissions related to this client would belong to IB1 only, unless more than two months have been passed from the initial
introduction, the commission may be considered for IB2. It is to be noted that in all cases, the final decision is with Forexer to decide which one of them is eligible for rebates or
commissions.
IB is strictly not allowed to receive any kind of funds from any Client.

The compensation would take place starting from May 2023 and remain valid until the end of this year, during which the specified benefits and terms of the promotion shall apply.

This annexure is an integral part of the Introducing Partner Agreement between Forexer and the Introducing Partner (IB). The Introducing Partner Agreement is the main contract

agreement between the parties, and this annexure may change from time to time at Forexer 's sole discretion. In the event of any conflict between the terms of this annexure and the
terms of the Introducing Partner Agreement, the terms of the Introducing Partner Agreement shall prevail.
This Annexure shall be valid and enforceable only after it has been signed and stamped by Forexer and the Introducing Partner (IB). If the Agreement is not signed and stamped by

both parties, then the most recent version published on Forexer 's website shall be the valid version. The IB is responsible for keeping himself/herself updated with the new versions
released on Forexer's websites. In the event of a dispute, only the signed and stamped Agreement, or the most recent version published on the Forexer's website, as applicable, shall
be legally enforceable.

By electronically signing hereunder, both parties agree on the above mentioned rules and compensation payment scheme.

Monthly based Calculation
EURUSD Min. Spread 2.5 PIP 0.00025    
        
Active Client 20 5 3 1

Level 1

Up to 60%
 commission

Commission 40% 40% 40% 40%

Volume (Lot EURUSD) 500 30 30 40
Total $5,000 $300 $300 $400
      
Active Client 40 8 9 5

Level 2
Commission 20%
Volume (Lot EURUSD) 430 40 50 50

Total $2,150 $200 $250 $250
        
Grand Total $7,150 $550 $550 $750    

By performing any of the practical actions below, I have understood and unconditionally accept all the conditions of this document, it's amendments and other documents related
to the trading, financial and monetary services of Forex Broker.

1- By confirming this document online on any of the forexer brokerage sites (*forexer*)
2- By depositing money to one of the trading accounts, wallets or savings in Forexer brokerage
3- By making transactions in the P2P system with any of the clients of the Forexer broker
4- By receiving a confirmation code via e-mail, SMS or phone call, login to Forexer brokerage sites (*forexer*)
5- By logging into your user account through Forexer5 (Metatrader5) trading software or any forexer brokerage sites (*forexer*)

   

 
                               
 


